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A~traet--Two algorithms are presented which reduce the total amount of storage locations needed by 
the inverse of a band matrix. The first compresses the existing inverse of a general band matrix, the second 
computes a compressed form of the inverse of tridiagonal block matrix. Both algorithms have been 
numerically tested over significant classes of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
The structure of the inverses of band matrices has been the subject of a large number of papers 
[e.g. 1-17]. A characterizing feature of both band matrices and their inverses is the vanishing of 
some minors placed above and below the main diagonal [1, 2, 11]. This property allows us to 
express the inverse as the sum of the upper (lower) triangular parts of dyads plus a banded 
remainder term. 
In the present paper we develop a storage compression technique for the inverses of handed 
matrices, based on the idea that all the dyads involved possibly require less storage locations than 
the part of inverse xpressed by their sum. Usually, the discussion concerns only with the upper 
triangular part of generalized Hessenberg matrices and their inverses, the extension to band 
matrices being obvious. 
In Section 2 an algorithm is presented which produces a compressed form of an existing inverse 
of an upper generalized Hessenberg matrix, whose bandwidth is not known in advance. 
In Section 3 some aspects of the floating-point implementation f the algorithm are discussed 
and numerical tests are presented. 
In Section 4 an algorithm is presented which computes in a compressed form the inverse of a 
block tridiagonal matrix with square blocks (of different sizes) on the main diagonal. Finally, 
numerical tests for the algorithm are presented. 
We premise some general results. 
Lemma I
Let A be an n x n matrix partitioned as 
where U and Z are square matrices of size h x h and (n - h) x (n - h), respectively. If.4 and U(Z) 
are nonsingular, then Z(U)  is nonsingular and the following relations hold: 
where 
C= U-  VZ- 'W,  
C-I  = U-I + U -1 + U-1VD- IWU -I 
X= -U- IVD -l = -C - IVZ  -I, 
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D = Z - WU- IV,  
D- t  = Z- I  .JI_ Z -1WC- I  VZ -1, 
Y= -Z  - tWC- I  = -D- tWU-t .  (D 
Proof. See Refs [6, 18]. 
Definition 1 
Consider an n x n nonsingular matrix A and its inverse B partitioned as in Lemma 1. We denote 
the submatrices V and X with the symbols V(h) and X(h), and call them the h-upper corner 
submatrix of A and B, respectively. [] 
Corollary 1 
If the leading h x h minor of A is nonsingular then 
rank(X(h)) = rank(V(h)). 
The proof follows from Lemma 1. [] 
Let A be an n x n nonsingular generalized Hessenberg matrix with k upper codiagonals, namely 
A =(ag), av=0,  j - i>k .  
Such a matrix will be called, in the following, a k-upper Hessenberg matrix. A well-known result 
characterizes the inverse of such a matrix. 
Definition 2 
A matrix R has vanishing super-p-minors if the minor formed by the rows it,/2 . . . . .  i v and the 
columns Jl, J2 . . . . .  jp vanishes for all choices of indices with i~ < iz < "'" < ip, Jt <J2 < ' "  <Jp and 
jt > ip -p  + 1. [] 
Lemma 2 
A matrix A is k-upper Hessenberg iff A -  t has vanishing super -(k + 1)-minors [1, 2, 11]. [] 
Corollary 2 
Let B be the inverse of a k-upper Hessenberg matrix. Any h-upper corner submatrix X(h) has 
rank at most k. The proof follows trivially from Lemma 2. [] 
Definition 3 
A matrix with a special pattern of zeros is said to be proper if rank(V(h)) is the maximum 
compatible with the pattern of zeros for h = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1 (e.g. band matrices are proper iff the 
outer codiagonals have no null elements). 
2. COMPRESSION OF AN EXIST ING INVERSE 
In the following we take into account only upper triangular parts of matrices. Corresponding 
results trivially hold for the lower triangular parts. 
The following algorithm, given the entries of matrix B, allows calculating a (sometimes more 
compact) form of the inverse. At this stage of presentation we assume we are working with exact 
numerical quantities. 
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Algorithm I (reduce) 
procedure  reduce (var B: matrix); 
var d, i, j: integer; 
begin 
for  d,=l  to n -1  do 
for  i:=1 to d do begin 
j==n-d+i ;  
if B[i,j] < >0 then deflate(B, i,j) 
end 
end; 
The procedure deflate is defined as follows. 
Algorithm 2 (deflate) 
procedure  deflate(var B: matrix; r, s: integer); 
var v, w: vector; 
i, j integer; 
begin 
for  i;=r to s -  1 do v[i]==B[i, s]; 
for  j==r+ 1 to s do w[j]==B[r, j ] /B[r ,s] ;  
for  i:=r to s -1  do 
for  j := i+ l  to s do 
B[i, j]==B [i, j] - v[i]*w[j];  
[] 
store r,s,v[i], ( i=r,r + l . . . .  s - l ) ,  w[j],( j=r + l,r + 2 . . . .  s - - l )  
end [] 
Algorithm 1 proceeds by diagonals tarting from the right upper corner of the matrix until a 
nonzero entry is found. Then the procedure deflate subtracts from the matrix the upper triangular 
part of an (s - r) x (s - r) rank 1 matrix and stores the information eeded to recover the original 
inverse. The repeated application of this process produces a sequence of matrices: 
B (°) = B,  
B(o = B(t - l) _ U(t  - I), U(t )  ~ v ( t )w( t )T ,  
v(°=(v['))' v[° = {~ }~) otherwise,ifr<~i<~s 
(h(')/h~') if r ~<j ~< s
w(')= (w~"), w~" = ~0" ,-,s 
otherwise; k-  
t= l ,2  . . . . .  
The application of deflate with pivot b~ )annihilates row r and column s in the upper triangular 
part of B(t) and reduces of one unit the rank of the upper corner submatrices X(t)(h), r <<, h <~ s
(i.e. those containing the pivot). Obviously the process terminates after at most n - 1 deflations. 
The existence of these algorithms proves that the inverse of A can be split as 
B=A- I=L  + ~ U (°, O<.z<.n, 
t~ l  
where L is the lower triangular part of B. This structure does not depend on any assumption but 
the nonsingularity of A. 
Now the amount of memory needed to recover the part above the main diagonal of the original 
inverse can be investigated. Let M(z) be the memory used after the application of deflate z times 
with pivots of coordinates (rt,sl) , (r2, s2) . . . . .  (r2, sz), it is easy to see that 
M(z) = 2z J~ + ~ [2(s,- r,) - 1 ]~,  
where J~  and ~ are the storage requirements of the integer and real word, respectively. With 
the reasonable assumption ~ = 2 J~,  we get 
M(z) = 2 ~ (s,-  ri)~R~. 
i= l  
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Let d be the total number of  deflations performed by Algorithm 3. It is possible to derive the 
exact value M(d). 
Theorem 1 
The following relation holds: 
where 
M(d) = 2S~,  
tl--I 
S = ~ rank(X(h)).  
h=l  
Proof. Let X(~)(h) be the h-upper corner submatrix of  B (z), consider the quantities S (~), defined 
as  
It readily follows that 
and 
n- I  
S (z) = ~ rank(X(~)(h)). 
h=l  
S(Z)  = S~Z - I) _ ( sz  - r : ) ,  
S (a) = O. 
l <~ z <~ d, 
Then M(d)= 2S(° )~ and the thesis follows. []  
Theorem 1 allows the derivation of precise bounds to S in some significant special cases. 
(1) Lower triangular matrices, for which: 
rank(X(h) )=0,  h=l ,2  . . . . .  n - l ;  
S=0.  
(2) Full matrices, for which: 
rank(X(h))  <~ rain(h, n - h), h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1; 
fn2/4 if n is even 
S~<-~(n2_1)/4 i fn  is odd. 
(3) k-upper Hessenberg matrices, for which: 
~min(h ,k ,n -h )  if k <Ln/2 J  
rank(X(h))  ~< ~min(h, n - h) otherwise h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1; 
Ink - k 2 if k < Ln/2_J 
S <~ ~n214 if k >I Ln/2J and n is even 
[(n 2 -1 ) /4  i f k>/Ln /2 J  and n is odd. 
I f  the matrix is proper and the leading diagonal minors are nonzero then from 
Corol lary 1 the equality sign holds. 
(4) Block tridiagonal matrices with square blocks of size p (p ~< n/4), for which: 
rank(X(h)) ~< min(h, 2p - 1, n - h), h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1; 
S <~ n(2p - 1) - (2p - 1) 2. 
Moreover,  if the leading diagonal minors are nonzero we can apply Corol lary 1 and 
rank(X(h))~min(h,p,n -h ) ,  h = 1,2 . . . . .  n - l; 
S <~ np _p2; 
and, in addition, if the matrix is proper the equality sign holds. 
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(5) Block tridiagonal matrices with a sequence of square blocks of sizes Pt, P2 . . . . .  Pro, on the main 
diagonal with the additional conditions: 
(a) the leading diagonal minors are nonzero; 
(b) Pj<<-Pj-I+Pj+I, j=2 ,3  . . . . .  m--1. 
We have 
rank(xC~lops + i ) )=  rank(VC~10p, + i ) )  <,. min(i, pj+ l) + min(pj- i, pj_,), 
and 
Moreover, if 
(c) the matrix is proper, 
the equality sign holds. 
i=1  . . . . .  p j, 
al - - I  
S <~ ~. PjPj+I. 
J=l 
j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  po=pm+t =0, 
The proof is in the Appendix. Note that conditions (a)-(c) are fulfilled by many matrices 
deriving from the discretization of differential problems. 
3. REAL ARITHMETIC IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL TESTS 
Algorithm 2 has two serious drawbacks. First, the test for a true zero is unrealistic when working 
with an inverse computed in a finite precision arithmetic. Second, for large matrices it is almost 
impossible to compute the full inverse before compressing it. This second problem will be resolved 
in the next section by using an algorithm to compute a compressed form of the inverse which works 
for a large class of matrices. Now we present a new version of Algorithm 2 suitable for real 
airthmetic and discuss its performance. 
Algorithm 3 (epsreduce) 
procedure epsreduce(var B: matrix; eps: real); 
var d, i, j: integer; 
begin 
for d,=l to n -1  do 
for i,=1 to d do begin 
j=n-d+i; 
if abs(B[i, j]) > eps then deflate(B, i, j) 
end 
end; []  
Now, the problem is how determine suitable values for the cut-off level eps = E > 0 and the 
corresponding error bounds for the compressed inverse. 
First we consider the error caused by introducing the cut-off level e. Note that the elements of 
B (') which precede b~') in the scan have absolute value < ~ and are ignored by the deflation process. 
Then we can write the following relation: 
B=A-'=L+ ~ U'"+E=B+E, E=(e,j), le,~l~', 
t~ l  
where/~ is the computed compressed inverse. Then taking the infinity norm of the absolute rror 
matrix E we get 
To estimate properly the stability of the algorithm we take into account he error in solving a 
linear system A x = b using the compressed inverse. The computed solution ~ can be written as 
~ffiBb+~, 
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where the term ¢ takes into account the overall roundoff error produced in the compression 
algorithm and in the computation of the product Bb. The analytical error can be expressed as 
x -  Bb = Eb=EAx.  
Then taking the infinity norm we get a bound for the relative analytical error: 
Jlx[l~ 
On the other hand, the roundoff error term ~ is expected to behave like the condition number of 
.4, i.e. 
IIx I1~ ~ C(n)11.4 II~ 1[.4 -'11~ u, 
where u is the machine precision, and C(n) is a factor (typically > 1) depending on n. (We assume 
that the value of E influences the analytical error only.) These considerations suggest o choose E 
such that the analytical error is smaller than the roundoff error, i.e. 
and 
Finally, for a given n we get 
.E 11.4 I1~ < C(n)ll.4 I1~ 11.4-'11~u 
< IIA-'[Io~uC(n)/n. 
~ const  J lA - ' l l~u .  
The choice of the value of E is influenced by considerations on the memory requirements of the 
resulting inverse, too. For E = 0, one will obtain the bounds of the previous section if roundoff 
errors did not affect he actual rank of the matrices involved in the computation. On the other hand, 
E = oo would produce an unacceptable analytical error together with a zero memory requirement. 
It is reasonable to conjecture that the memory requirement increases with the decreasing of E; the 
optimal choice will be the highest E which introduces an analytical error term negligible with respect 
to the roundoff error. 
Algorithm 3 has been tested with symmetrical positive definite nine-diagonal matrices. As a 
measure of memory requirement we consider the ratio M(d)/n 2. 
Let Bao, be the actual value of the compressed inverse, as a measure of error we consider the 
bound induced on the solution of a system .4 x = h by the actual error E=t = B - Ba¢ t, namely 
J lx- Bao, bJl~ Ilxl[~ -< IIEao, lf~ 11.4 I1~ = err. 
The test was performed for various n, t and various cases (randomly chosen) of the matrix ,4. 
For each n and each value of E the mean value of log~0 (err) was computed. 
o k -2 
-D- Log(err) 0.4 
\ / t 
-1~ ~ 0.2 
-12 "~ , , , , I 0.1 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
-Lc~(qm) 
Fig. I. Total error and relative memory requirements plotted vs the cut-off level ~ for n = 80. 
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"k [°' 
,o1\  t °' 
o.. 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
n 
Fig. 2. Total error and relative memory requirements v n for E = l0 -16. 
Figure 1 shows the behaviour of memory requirements and the total relative error for n = 80, 
E in the range [10 -5, 10 -3°] and condition numbers in the range [1,106]. Figure 2 shows the 
behaviour of memory requirement and the total relative rror for E = 10-~6, n in the range [10, 100] 
and condition numbers in the range [1,106]. Finally, Fig. 3 shows the values of the error plotted 
vs the condition number of A in the range [1, 10 ~6] for n = 80 and E = 10 -16. 
4. RECURSIVE  COMPUTATION OF  A COMPRESSED INVERSE 
The basic idea of the next algorithm relies on splitting recursively the computation of the inverse 
into two computations of reduced size. The algorithm can be applied to block tridiagonal matrices 
with a sequence of square blocks of (different) sizes P~,P2 . . . . .  Pro, on the main diagonal. 
Theorem 2 
Let A be an n x n matrix, partitioned as in Lemma 1, and assume 
V=[ 0 00] and w=[O 0 T 1, 
where S and T are matrices of size s x k and k x s respectively. Under the same assumptions of 
Lemma 1, four matrices ct, fl, ~ and ~ of size x x s, s x k, k x s and k x k exist such that the 
following relation holds: 
0 ~ # H o], 
O'  
-2  ° 
-4. 
-6- 
-10" 
-12" 
-14: 
-16 , • , 
0 14 16 
J '  
gl 
• I I " e I • I • e 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
LoO(cond) 
Fig. 3. Total error vs the condition number of the matrix A for n = 80 and ¢ = 10 -16. 
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where M, H, P and R are the 
M= 
and 
p= 
Hf f i  
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following submatrices of  U -! and Z - t :  
U-'IO], m.trix of  size h x S, 
[o L ]u- ' ,  
matrix of  size n - h x k; 
matrix of  size s x h; 
R = [Ik 0]Z-  I, matrix of  size k × n - h. 
Proof .  Let us partition U-~ and Z-1 as shown below: 
,,,r I ,l r QI"] '  L H, I N / '  Z-',_ P, ... 
where N and Q are matrices of  size s x s and k x k, respectively. Therefore we have also 
M= N ' PI 
Relations (1) can be rewritten as follows: 
. _  T] ,  
I _  _ J  
and 
where 
and 
and where 
and 
= U-~ + MSQBTH,  
B = ( lk  - -  TNSQ)  - !  
ffi Z - !  + PTNESR,  
I -1  [0 o; ,s 
E = (Is - SQTN) - ' ,  
X= -C - tVZ - l  
= - U -  I VZ-  l _ MSQBTHVZ - l 
= - MSR - MSQBTNSR 
= -MESR 
Y= - -D- IWU- I  
= _Z- I  WU- I  _ PTNESRWU -1 
= - PTH - PTNESQTH 
= - PBTH.  
O]U -I 
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Then set 
= SQBT, 
# = -ES ,  
y= -BT  
and 
6 = TNES, 
and the result is proved. 
Theorem 2 allows computation of a compressed form for A-~ from U-t, Z-t,  S and T. Let 
Mem(B-~) denote the memory requirements of the inverse of B, we get the relation 
Mem(A -1) ~< Mem(U -~) + Mem(Z -~) + 2sh + 2@ - h)k + (s + k) 2. 
By applying Theorem 2 inductively to U-t and Z-I ,  a recursive algorithm for the computation 
of a compressed form of A -t can be derived. 
Algorithm 4 
(a) Compute U-l, Z-l  expressed as A -  I in equation (2) (re~ursive step). 
(b) Compute H l, M I, N, Pl, Rl, Q. 
(c) Compute x = TN, o = SQ. 
(d) Compute F = Ik - ~o, G = Iv - oz. 
(e) Compute y = -BT, fl = -ES. 
(f) Compute ~t = -oy, 6 = - zfl. 
Note that the computation of the entries of the last (first) rows or columns of a matrix expressed 
as A -~ in equations (2) [Step (b)] can be accomplished according to the following relations. Denote 
by M', P', H'  and R' the following submatrices of A-  ~" 
. ,--[o and R'=[ I ,  O]A-' 
LI, J ' Lu j '  
then from Theorem 2 we have 
M,= 
M#R2 ] 
z_,[Ol 
LI,_ I + t'~R~ 
p,= 
~H~ 
and 
where 
R' = [[& 0IU-' + M2oIH M2flR] 
H' = [P~H I0 I,]Z-' + P#R], 
Fnq Fr.7 
R2= //2 = HL0~J, P2=[0 I,]P and M2=[Ik 0]M. 
Finally, let us consider the product A-  ~b, where b is an n-vector. From equation (2) we derive 
the formula 
A_ ,b=FU- tb , l  [M~xHb, + M#Rb21 
tZ-'b2J + L emb,  + P6Rb2 ]" 
If the inverse is known in the form (1), the matrix-vector product A -~b can be computed according 
to the following algorithm. 
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-8  
-10  - 
-11 - 
-12  - 
-13  - 
-14  
101  
q~ -a- Log(err) 
• e -  Occ .  
. . . . . . . .  I 
l o  2 
' 1 .0  
•0•8  
• 0 .6  
• 0 .4  
' 0 .2  
. . . . . . . .  , - " . . . . . . .  0 .0  
10  3 10  4 
n 
Fig. 4. Total error and relative memory requirements plotted vs n. 
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(a) Compute U- lb],  Z- lb2 (recursive step). 
(b) Compute el = Hbl ,  e2 = Rb2. 
(c) Compute M(~el + fie2), P(Yel + 6e2). 
Example  1 
Cons ider  a b lock t r id iagonal  matr ix  with a sequence of  square blocks of  sizes s and  k, alternately,  
on  the main  d iagonal .  Let r = s + k and  n = r2'. Spl itt ing the matr ix  into four  submatr ices o f  equal  
size we have to deal recursively with prob lems of  the same type for decreasing values of  t. Let 
Mem(n)  be the storage requi rements  for the matr ix  o f  size n, we get 
Mem(n)  = 2 Mere(n/2)  + m + r 2, n = r2 ~, r = 2, 3 . . . . .  t; 
and  
whence 
Mem(2r )  = 4r2; 
Mem(n)  = 4&2' i + m(t  - 1) + &(2 ' - l  _ 1) 
and,  tak ing into account  that 2 ' - I=  n/2r ,  
Mem(n)  = 2rn + rnt - m - r 2 + m/2  = nr ( t  + 3/2) - r 2. 
A lgor i thm 4 has been appl ied to the same k ind of  matr ices of  Section 3. Since the full inverse 
has not  to be computed,  the size of  the test matr ices can be increased. The l inear system A x = b 
has been solved in the case x T = [1, 1 . . . . .  l] and  the inf inity norm error has been calculated for 
n ine-d iagona l  matr ices with n = 10, 20, 40 . . . . .  160 . . . . .  5210. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the error 
and  the memory  requirements  vs n. 
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APPENDIX  
Let us define the following function f: N x N~N:  
bffil 
f(a, b) = ~ min(i, b) + ~ min(b - i, a). 
Iffil Iffil 
Lemma .41 
f(a, b) = ab. 
Proof. Let us observe that f(a, b)=f(b,  a), in fact 
a- - I  b - - I  
f(a, b) = ~ min(i, b) + min(a, b) + ~ min(i, a). 
:ffil tffil 
Then we can assume without loss of generality, b >t a, and 
f (a, b) = a(a - 1)/2 + a + a(b - a) + a(a - 1)/2 = ab. 
Theorem ,41 
For block matrices with a sequence of square blocks of sizes pro, P2 . . . . .  p,., if the main diagonal is 
 (fo )) ran X p ,+ i  <~min(i, p j+l)+min(pj - i ,  pj_l) i= l  . . . . .  pj, j= l ,2  . . . .  m, po=p,.+l=O; 
Proof One has 
then 
m-I  
. - !  m pj 
S = ~ rank(X(h )) ~< ~ ~ [min(i, pj+, ) + min(pj - i, pj_, )] 
hffil ) f f i l l=[  
m 
f Z"-' = ~ min(pj--i, Pj- i) 
J f f i l : f f i l  1~2 Iffil 
= min(i, pj+l)+ ~ min(pj+,- i ,  pj) 
: :ffil 
m- I  m- I  
= Z I(PJ+,,PJ)= Z PJPJ+," 
Jffil l f f i l  
[] 
